Improvement in bioreactor productivities using free radicals: HOCl-induced overproduction of xanthan gum from Xanthomonas campestris and its mechanism.
Free-radical induction has been employed as a novel strategy to improve bioreactor productivity and, more specifically, the quality and productivity of xanthan gum from Xanthomonas campestris cultures. A 210% increase in xanthan yield and a 20% increase in viscosity (quality) resulted from HOCl (oxidant) treatment. The acetate mass fraction in xanthan gum decreased by 42% and its pyruvate mass fraction increased by 63% as a result of HOCl treatment. The growth rate was almost unaffected by HOCl treatment. A hypothesis to explain the mechanism of xanthan gum overproduction by free-radical induction has been formulated. The significant aspects of the hypothesis, such as SoxS protein binding to the promoter region of the gum gene and the consequent increase in mRNA concentrations, have been experimentally verified.